Destination Architect: Your Guide to Becoming an Architect

We’re excited to share our new Destination Architect website, where you can explore essential tools and resources that will assist you on every step of the path to licensure.

Begin Exploring

ON THE BLOG

Explore the Latest Data About the AXP, ARE, and Diversity in Architecture

The latest edition of NCARB by the Numbers is now available! This year’s publication provides a snapshot of trends along the path to licensure and in the profession just prior to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Get Involved and Support These Architecture Nonprofits

Learn more about these featured architecture and design-related nonprofits, the work they do, and how to best support them.

Nichole Wayman: Completing the AXP Through the Portfolio Option

To help potential applicants understand the AXP Portfolio process, we asked 2020 NCARB Think Tank member and Senior Architectural Designer Nichole Wayman to share her advice for navigating this opportunity.

ARE 5.0 NEWS

What to Know Before Arriving at the Test Center

We’ve compiled a list of what to expect and how to best prepare for a smooth and safe testing experience. Learn more about the latest test center protocols and updates. For additional information, see our latest testing adjustments and updates.

Understanding Changes to NCARB’s ARE 5.0 Handbook

Each summer or fall, NCARB updates the ARE 5.0 Handbook—explore why we made the latest updates. Plus, learn how NCARB updates the ARE.